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Abstract—Finding mines in Sonar imagery is a significant
problem with a great deal of relevance for seafaring military
and commercial endeavors. Unfortunately, the lack of enormous
Sonar image data sets has prevented automatic target recognition
(ATR) algorithms from some of the same advances seen in other
computer vision fields. Namely, the boom in convolutional neural
nets (CNNs) which have been able to achieve incredible results
- even surpassing human actors - has not been an easily feasible
route for many practitioners of Sonar ATR. We demonstrate the
power of one avenue to incorporating CNNs into Sonar ATR:
transfer learning. We first show how well a straightforward,
flexible CNN feature-extraction strategy can be used to obtain
impressive if not state-of-the-art results. Secondly, we propose a
way to utilize the powerful transfer learning approach towards
multiple instance target detection and identification within a
provided synthetic aperture Sonar data set.
I. INTRODUCTION
Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) are the current “go-
to” for just about every image classification problem. Due in
part to increasingly powerful and affordable GPUs, CNNs have
been more and more utilized in research and to great effect;
facial recognition [1], hand writing analysis [2], and super
resolution [3] are among a few of the topics that have seen
incredible improvement because of CNNs. Even the massively
complex board game Go was not safe from the ever expanding
dominion of CNNs and Deep Learning’s success [4]. For
many, they are becoming the starting point to any image
classification problem - if they have the data.
Of course, that is the problem with CNNs: they require quite
a bit of data to fully train. Even with dropout and up-sampling,
having but a few hundred images may not suffice for a CNN
with several hidden layers [5]. Despair not for there is a way
around this: transfer learning. The creative minds in [6] were
among the first to realize that the information contained in the
layers of a CNN may be useful for other problems. Namely, the
layers in models like VGGnet [7] may - with tiny modification
- be perfectly suitable for other image classification problems.
We do not control what exactly those layers yield feature-wise
since they are not hand crafted but, still, they outperform SIFT
and HOG features [8].
For Sonar automatic target recognition (ATR), transfer
learning is ideal. There are no enormous, publicly available
data sets that one can draw from online; Sonar ATR designers
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are stuck playing with limited training where even if they could
get their hands on a cornucopia of images, very few could
replicate their work. That said, we show in the following paper
that CNN features can be used in different ways to achieve
Sonar image classification. We show how useful CNN features
can be to scan images and identify targets.
Specifically, we look to
i) Provide ample evidence that deep CNNs can be used
as powerful feature extractors and how, in combination
with traditional support vector machines (SVMs), state-
of-the-art results can be achieved.
ii) Outline a method for locating and identifying different
types of mines within a synthetic aperture Sonar (SAS)
data set via a highly parallelizable and direct strategy.
iii) Reflect the robustness of CNN features to noise in a
manner relevant to Sonar ATR.
Section II provides background for Sonar ATR, Section III
details how our two strategies work, and Section IV shows the
impressive results on an actual Sonar image dataset provided
by the Naval Surface Warfare Center.
II. PREVIOUS WORK
Research into Sonar ATR began in the 1980s and has
grown roughly alongside general computer vision since then
[9]. There are a wide array of different strategies proposed
for this problem. Probably the most straight forward and
well understood methods stem from SVMs applied to bulk
feature extractions. Algorithms like those presented in [10]
focus on taking features stemming from a target’s shape or
shadow’s behavior and then feed these into a standard SVM or
similar classifier. Another scheme that has seen some success
with Sonar ATR is the sparse-reconstruction classification
framework similar to [11]. Methods such as [12] take images
and, without transformation, tries to classify images with an
emphasis on resisting noise or occlusion. Of course, there are
in-betweens: [13], [14] do feature transformations but then use
SRC and [15], [16] try to use SRC but build a patch-based
model to overcome geometric variability.
On the other hand, classifiers built off of pretrained CNNs
have become more and more popular over time. What do we
mean by pretrained CNNs? Many of the famous CNNs that
have achieved the incredible results in image classification
were trained from scratch using sizable datasets and several
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Fig. 1: Diagram of our two limited CNN strategies. 1) rep-
resents an original CNN with several heavily trained layers.
2) demonstrates the idea behind taking the first few layers
incorporating it into a much smaller CNN. 3) displays the idea
of using one of the latter layers as a feature transformation
which is then fed into a SVM whose training also came from
these transformations.
GPUs [7], [17]. A pretrained CNN uses weights from existing
models - many times from those known CNNs - and either uses
them straight (as we will with the SVM strategy) or tries to use
them as a starting point that can lead to quicker training with
smaller datasets [6]. The ability to harness the discriminative
power of a CNN without the expensive training is alluring if
not much more feasible for many applications. Even in cases
where CNNs can be trained from scratch many use preset
weights as it speeds up training and helps avoid issues with
vanishing gradients [18].
III. USING PRETRAINED CNNS
Suppose you are given a sizable CNN with fixed weights,
such as VGGnet. We use yI1, . . . ,y
I
n to denote the layer
outputs for the image I that is put though the CNN. How
would you go about using it, let alone obtaining the fan-
tastic results that others claim? One way is to look at
the final fully connected layers, yIn−k, . . . ,y
I
n and to treat
one of these as transformed features. For many multi-class
models like VGGnet, the last layers are fully connected
is the output of a softmax, the often referred to function
ϕ(xi) = exp(xi)/
∑
j exp(xj). As [8] suggests, this may
not be suitable so yn−1 - a vector output since it has to
go into the softmax - serves as a worthy candidate. Thus,
we can proceed with a strategy similar to a typical SVM
problem: using labeled yI1n−1, . . . ,y
IK
n−1 corresponding to the
CNN feature extraction of images I1, . . . , IK to train some
function (linear, kernel, etc.) f , finding the transformation
yTn−1 for a test image T , and then use f(T ) to figure out the
label. This is simple and, as we see in later sections, powerful.
Now, to those who are familiar with the work of [6] and
other transfer learning strategies for CNNs, the CNN feature
extraction-SVM model may not be the first one to come
to mind. Indeed, in [6], the authors suggest fine-tuning the
weights of an existing neural network. The idea here is that
a CNN trained to decipher cars, flowers, and whatnot has
generally captured a discriminatory set of weights that, with
minimal tweaking, can be adapted to an unknown plethora
of applications. Shapes are shapes, after all, and models that
can achieve impressive results on hundreds of different classes
should be capable in telling the difference between, say,
Sonar targets. Thus, given a tiny set of images, one can use
another, existing model as a starting point and then use the
typical back-propagation-stochastic gradient procedure to do
the fine tuning. The original CNN has the final layer designed
according to the number of classes. When properly fine-tuning
a model to a new problem (like Sonar ATR), what one has to
do is simply replace it with a new (softmax in our case) layer
that gets trained as the model is fine tuned.
For deeper CNNs like [7] or [17], the process of under-
standing finer and finer details goes accordingly to the layers;
while the first layers may mimic simple edge filters, the later
ones tend to capture complexities like the grill of a car [19].
For Sonar, this means that later layers may not be that useful.
Depending on the setting, certain targets may not require the
deepest layers of a larger model. Thus, when taking the fine-
tuning route, many need only utilize a portion of the initial
layers as to include the level of detail needed.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
Now that we have built up our pretrained CNN methods,
let’s see how they do on actual Sonar data. The Naval Surface
Warfare Center provided us with a four-class data set of
synthetic aperture Sonar images. Our problem is to discern
between the images of blocks, cones, spheres, and cylinders
(several example images from this data set can be found in
[12], [15], [16]) with sixty examples per class. The blocks and
cylinders can be difficult for even a person to discern between,
so the data is fairly nontrivial in that way, not to mention the
considerable background clutter and that our samples included
some positional jitter.
A. Target Recognition
With this data set, we designed four trials per method using
20 training images per class and then tested on a random
assortment of ten examples per class. In addition to our two
pretrained CNN strategies, we used a straight forward SIFT
bag-of-words model (BOW) and the SRC method of [12].
To measure effectiveness, we used precision, a metric that
shows how confident one can be that a given classification
is correct, and recall, a value of how well a model correctly
classifies a target. Formally, consider for any class the sets of
tested images that are correctly attributed to that class (true
positive-TP ), identified as that class but actually belonging
to another (false positive-FP ), and belonging to that class but
identified to another (false negative-FN ); the precision metric
for a class is then the ratio TP/(TP + FP ) and the recall is
TP/(TP + FN).
Fig. 2: Example Sonar image filter results through VGG19. The top left comes from the first convolutional layer, top right
from the second, bottom left from the fourth, and bottom right from the fifth.
Fig. 3: Example coefficient values for first 80 (of 4096) CNN Features from VGG19 of the four classes from RAWSAS dataset.
The classes represented are blocks (top left), cones (top right), spheres (bottom left), and cylinders (bottom right).
We tested several different existing, pretrained CNNs for
our SVM and modified CNN problems: VGGnet with depth 16
(VGG16), VGGnet with depth 19 (VGG19) [7], fast VGGnet
(VGG-f) [20], and Alexnet (Alex) [17]. We used MatConvNet
[21] from which the reader can replicate our results.
First, to get an idea how how these CNNs handled the
Sonar data, refer to Figure 2 where we break down the layer
activations of VGG19 (the original model, not fine-tuned) with
a block input. There, the increasingly discriminative nature of
the filters reveals an increasing attempt to understand complex
details. The first couple layers look somewhat like the output
of traditional edge filters (especially the second layer). The
later ones, though, reveal an almost bizarre understanding of
the input image with several different highlighted aspects with
no obvious interpretation, though we can see the different
types of illumination and parsing that the model is trying do.
Note that if we look at the activated layers after an optical
image of say a dog or car is pass through the model, we
would see emergent details in the later layers such as details
pertaining to the nose of the dog or mesh-like shapes from the
grill of the car [22]. Now, it is clear that our Sonar images
do not share the level of resolution of that seen in the type of
training sets used for the original VGG19 CNN, but it worth
noting that the model does not involve features associated with
the type of shadowing common to Sonar or high intensity
differences between targets and background. Basically, the
CNN itself does not have a detailed nature for specifically
Sonar and, as we will see, this is not something that can
be easily fine-tuned into the model - especially not with as
few data points as we have. The features it extracts are still
powerful but there is reason to be skeptical of CNNs trained
for optical settings.
Figure 4 shows the precision and recall values for each
method according to each of the four classes (with some
overlap) along with the values averaged across all classes.
It is readily apparent that the SVM using CNN features
outperformed the two base line methods and the fine-tuned
CNN by a bit. This suggests that, while the CNN itself is
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Fig. 4: Precision-recall values for the four class problem ac-
cording to the SVM model using Alexnet as a feature extractor
(CNN SVM), SIFT-feature SVM bag-of-words (BOW), sparse
reconstruction-based classifier (SRC), and the fine-tuned CNN
constructed from the first three convolutional layers of VGG-
f (CNN). Note that blocks overlapped with cylinders and
spheres overlapped cones for the CNN SVM.
unable to fine tune itself with such limited data (to capture
the shadows and whatnot that we indicated) in order to
achieve compelling results, the features themselves are highly
discriminative elements. When they are combined with a SVM
they can overcome the limited training towards impressive
results (the SVM with CNN features from Alexnet and VGG19
both had only two incorrect classifications out of 160 tests,
each). This hypothesis is furthered by the fact that the deeper
and therefore more detailed models performed better when
combined with a SVM. Figure 5 shows the results of different
SVM models and, while they all did relatively well when
compared to the baseline methods and fine tuned CNN, there
is a clear trend: the more layers, the better the performance.
All in all, these experiments show that Sonar ATR using
existing CNN models has promise - especially with deeper
CNNs. We are curious to see if a fine-tuning model can be
trained to learn more Sonar-specific qualities if given more
data or if an entirely new model is needed (i.e. training a
CNN from scratch). This could have further implications for
Sonar ATR as CNNs become even more prevalent.
B. Target Detection with Noise
Noise is an unavoidable issue in many real-world imaging
settings and Sonar is no different. Of the places where one can
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Fig. 5: Per class precision and recall values for VGG-f,
VGG16, VGG19, and Alexnet. Note that, similar to Figure 4,
VGG19 overlaps with itself as does Alexnet. For Alex, blocks
over spheres, cones over cylinders.
find issues with noise is target detection wherein images are
parsed to find mines. The previous experiment we detailed
involved the results of a target detection scheme, meaning
that a detection scheme is what one would use to get the
target chips that are then deciphered for their contents. Can
CNN features be used for detection and, therefore, an all-
encompassing ATR strategy? We present the following work
to suggest that a response of yes. Note that Gaussian noise
models are ill suited for Sonar given how these images are
formed so we, here, tested our detection scheme on images
corrupted with Rayleigh-type noise [16].
The basic idea is simple: use the same CNN feature extrac-
tion (using Alexnet) and SVM discriminator from the previous
experiment on several, uniformly selected overlapping patches
extracted from larger scheme. Of course, the model is trained
to discern between different targets - but - SVMs provide
scores that indicate whether a test subject belongs to all
the trained-upon classes. If CNN features are particularly
discriminative, it stands to reason that this would be reflected
in the SVM output values and that a background image would
cause some confusion, meaning lesser relative scores. Thus, a
simple threshold on the maximum score serves as a qualifier; if
the SVM output’s maximal value for a class is below τ > 0,
then the patch is deemed not to have a target; otherwise, it
gets flagged. In practice, we decided our threshold by a trial-
and-error approach on a validation set (separate from the test
image) with a tendency to have it on the lower end as to avoid
false negatives.
We took to two scenarios to illustrate our detection scheme:
a case involving a scene with two targets and another involving
one but with increasing Rayleigh noise intensity. The first
experiment with the two targets is show in Figure 6 where
one can see the background environment that could trip-up
a detection. Even still, using a threshold value of .9 devised
during a cross-validation stage we used to tune our model,
only two patches survived to indicate an object detection: one
overlaying the sphere-like mine and the other over the block-
like mine. In both cases the model also correctly identified
the patches as being associated with their classes, meaning
that no further classification method would have to be used in
this case to classify detected targets.
For the single-target case, Figure 7 shows the results.
There, one can see the original image and the two corrupted
versions along with the highlighted patches that passed a
threshold indicating a target. Overall, the method is able to
overcome background clutter in the scene and identify the
area wherein the target lies. We suppose that a user could
use the higher intensity regions (indicated best in the bottom
row) to approximate where a target lies. Note that in the case
with the most noise, the edge of the block that is still able
to come through despite the corruption serves as the main
indicator for the target’s detection. In every patch highlighted
to have passed the threshold, the classifier correctly deemed
it to contain a block (which is unsurprising given the stellar
results in the previous section).
In further work, it would be prudent to consider a SVM
built not to decipher between classes but between targets
and background. While we have shown compelling results
here, our method did struggle in larger scenes where more
considerable background clutter can be confusing. Given the
powerful nature of CNN features and the fact that our method
is amendable to limited training cases, a model could be
designed with several different types of background clutter
used for training and may be able to provide a relatively quick
and discriminative detection scheme for large-scale Sonar
targets.
V. DISCUSSION
CNNs are incredibly powerful tools that have found great
success in many fields. We presented a strategy that harnesses
that discriminative abilities of existing CNNs towards small
sample sonar ATR settings. Our method is straightforward and
powerful for both target recognition and detection. We suggest
that, like the authors of [8] for optical images, our strategy be
used as a baseline; a relatively easy and fast algorithm that can
be expected to do well on a diverse array of sonar datasets. If
a more sophisticated can out perform our own, then we know
that it has more discriminatory ability than highly trained CNN
features.
As more and more models get published for classification,
we see the potential for SVM models based on CNN features
to grow. Future work concerning our strategy should incor-
porate such new CNN features and try to tackle large-scale
sonar scenes with several confusing background elements. Our
dataset lacked rocky patches or areas with heavy underwater
vegetation; more work can be done to see how our approach
can be tailored to such an environment.
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